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1. Introduction 

Optimization plays a significant role in process of 

Machine design in general and each of its components. 

In real world engineering problems the importance of 

minimum weight or energy loss are recognized in de-

sign of several machine elements, because they affect 

the whole system performances. Besides those it is also 

common to minimize an objective functions describing 

data such as the total volume, the life-time, wear rate or 

the cost of a structure. There are many optimization 

methods in use today and this paper presents only few 

samples aimed to show that it could be an advance tool 

for applications in machine design and tribology. 

2. Optimum design of sliding bearing 

Concepts and methods [1] help us to design “the best” 

system of journal porous metal bearing, as a typical 

engineering application. Developments of well known 

software tools for analysis and optimization are help to 

reach this objective.  

2.1. Structural single criteria optimization 

For correct operation of porous metal bearing in elasto-

hydrodynamic conditions, the values of deformations 

are very important. In structural analysis elastic defor-

mations and potential energy of deformation were 

clearly correlated, which was the reason for taking this 

energy as objective function: 

 min ( ) min ( , , , )def def TE E R H b x  (1) 

The main supposition in stress analysis was that de-

formations are only elastic, which makes constraint: 

 1( ) 0T ig    x , (2) 

where 
i Mises   is maximal stress value according to 

the Misses hypothesis, made for sliding bearing model 

in CATIA structural analysis module [2]. Admissible 

set of solutions D for this constrained optimization 

problem can be now written in the form of equation: 

 opt 1| ( ) 0nD R g  x x . (3) 

By simulated-annealing (SA) [3], as a relative new 

stohastic method, folowing results are obtained by 

Engineering Optimizer modul in CATIA software tool. 

Table 1: Variable vector and objective values 
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Variables 
Objective 

function 

1 sx R  
2x H  

3x b   4 Tx   min Edef 

mm mm mm N/mm2 J 

starting 15 5 20 85 0.3213 

optimum 14,48 4,82 19,61 100 0.304 

Optimal (minimum) objective function gives 5% re-

duced value of potential deformation energy compared 

with the sliding bearing model from start. Bearing 

dimensions, as variables presented in Table 1 following 

with results of optimization process show that opti-

mized bearing size is a bit smaller than original. 

2.2. Multi-criteria optimization 

In aim to solve this optimum design problem it is nec-

essary to define some bearing parameters and specially 

in case of hydrodynamic lubrication, clearance value 

and several tribological performances. This will be 

used to determinate objective function(s), variables and 

the functional constraints in optimum design process. 

In this optimization case, objective functions could be 

minimum mass, minimum working temperature and 

also minimum friction coefficient [4]. 
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Bearing parameters to optimize are as follows: 
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and admissible set of solutions, can be presented as: 

 | ( ) 0 ( ) 0n

optD R g h    x x x . (8) 

For those optimization problems Monte Carlo method 

is suggested, based on interactive dialogues leading to 

Pareto-optimal solution, where the compromise solu-

tion for the corresponding problem is last decision of 

the engineer / designer, among models in Table 2: 

Table 2: Pareto optimal objective functions 

Model 

Objective functions 

1( )f mx  
2( )f tx  3( )f x  

 g    oC  - 

198 18 36,5 0,039 

610 10 38,6 0,044 

686 14 36,9 0,040 

1166 17 36,6 0,039 

After analyze and experimental results, the final com-

promise solution 1166 is selected, according to (7) is:  

 46,9;0,82;0,42;0,35;25;755;0,8x . (9) 

Besides above mentioned sliding and rolling bearing 

problems, there are several samples of single criteria or 

multicriteria optimization in different applications, 

where need to find "the best" solution for power 

transmissions are dominant in wide engineering praxis.  
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3. Optimum design of multispeed gearbox 

Among different gear transmissions, very significant 

place is reserved by planetary transmitters, which are 

used in many branches of industry regarding to their 

properties and several advantages. This kind of power 

transmission unit can handle larger torque loads rela-

tive to its compact size than any other gear combina-

tion in other standard transmissions. Besides they serve 

longer time and produce less noise under similar oper-

ating conditions. An essential step in design of every 

power transmission systems is its dynamic analysis. 

Natural frequencies and vibration modes of every 

transmission component provides important informa-

tion for tuning resonances away from operating speeds, 

minimizing response and optimizing the structural 

design.  

 

Figure 1: The first mode for internal and planet gear  

Based on Von Mises Stress values, the mode of vibra-

tion for central and planet gear is predominantly bend-

ing in nature. While bending mode of vibration is ob-

served in the first mode, the second mode of vibration 

exhibit a coupling between bending and torsion. 

Using this dynamic analyze of planetary gears, it is 

possible to make several approaches in optimum design 

of this transmissions. Here will be presented an ap-

proach in optimum design of internal gear targeting its 

minimum weight. 

1 2min ( ) min ( , ,... )nm mx x x x  (10) 

The variable vector includes gear dimensions, where 

constrains are strength safety factor and train compo-

nents natural frequencies. Admissible set of solutions 

D for this constrained optimization problem can be also 

written in form of equation: 
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This complex structural optimization problem was 

solving using modulus for single criteria optimization 

in CATIA V5 and results of internal gear optimization 

shows that its mass could be reduced from m = 9,2 kg 

to optimal m = 3,3 kg, respecting constrains in form of 

gear strength and its natural frequencies (11). This 

results are advantageous and have practical importance, 

because they are enough to describe vibration behav-

iour of the planetary transmission structure,  where 

structural analysis results are excellent base for redes-

ign aimed to find an optimal solutions for transmis-

sions concerning requested characteristics where the 

best solution for gearing design should be a high relia-

bility and efficiency of gearbox [5].  

4. Conclusion 

This paper is a brief review of wider investigations 

carried out with the aim to apply powerful optimisation 

methods in solving wide range of tribology problems. 

Multi-criteria optimization models very well reflects 

the design process in which usually several conflicting 

objectives have to be satisfied. All relevant parameters 

that effect the sensitivity of the constraints should be 

identified. The procedure developed in this paper is 

advantageous because of using Math Lab tools the 

results could be very practical for engineering applica-

tion in design of machine elements, such are sliding / 

rolling bearings, gearings, transmissions etc. 
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